Effects of lateralized US and CS presentations on conditioned head turning and bilateral cingulate cortex responses in cats.
A lateralized tone conditioned stimulus (CS+) paired with a rewarding medial forebrain bundle (MFB) stimulation unconditioned stimulus (US) was presented to one ear of the cat, while the same tone was presented to the other ear alone (CS-). Specifically, the electrical stimulation of the MFB elicited a contralateral head turn as the unconditioned response (UR). Correspondingly, the CS+ was given to an ear contralateral to the direction of the UR. During the CS test session the cats oriented toward the tones, but these head movements habituated rapidly. During conditioning the cats developed stereotypical extended vigorous head turns to the CS+, with significantly greater acceleration and shorter onset latencies to the CS+ than to the CS-. Head turns in response to the CS+ were always ipsilateral to the tone, but responses to the CS- were in some cats ipsilateral and in most cats contralateral to the tone. Recordings of the slow potential responses showed a broad negative deflection in the cingulate cortex, with peaks at 140 and 250 ms. The amplitude of this negative potential to the CS+ was larger than that to the CS-, but no asymmetries were found between the hemispheres. The present behavioral paradigm is potentially useful for studying the neural basis of conditioned approach responses.